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Introduction {#sec001}
============

Increasing life expectancies have been observed worldwide over the past decade \[[@pone.0221775.ref001]\]. From 2000 to 2015, the life expectancy of the male population had increased from 64.1 years to 69.1 years globally \[[@pone.0221775.ref002]\]. This imposes great challenges to the global health, as some diseases like cancers tend to develop with increasing age \[[@pone.0221775.ref003]\]. Taking prostate cancer as an example, it was found that 5% of men aged less than 30 years, and 59% of men aged more than 79 years had prostate cancer upon autopsy studies \[[@pone.0221775.ref004]\]. The global incidence of prostate cancer has been increasing in most countries, and such increases were most notable in Asia, Northern and Western Europe \[[@pone.0221775.ref005]\]. It is a common and important disease which carries significant burden to the healthcare system \[[@pone.0221775.ref006], [@pone.0221775.ref007]\].

Understanding the impact of the changing age structure within a population is important to fully estimate the societal burden of a particular disease \[[@pone.0221775.ref008], [@pone.0221775.ref009]\]. For example, with a decreasing prostate cancer incidence, the societal burden of prostate cancer might actually increase with increasing elderly population within the society. Previously, we have reported the use of aging-adjusted incidence rate to address this issue in colorectal cancer \[[@pone.0221775.ref010]\]. In this study, we extended our methodology to investigate the aging-adjusted incidence rates of prostate cancer worldwide. We wish to provide more insights regarding the burden of prostate cancer with special attention to the changes in age structures. We believe the information would be valuable in determining effective allocation of health resources in a societal perspective.

Materials and methods {#sec002}
=====================

Data extraction {#sec003}
---------------

Data regarding the cancer incidence and population statistics were retrieved from the International Agency for Research on Cancer (IARC) in World Health Organization. The CI5*plus* database contains updated annual cancer incidence rates for 118 populations from 102 cancer registries across 39 countries worldwide up to 2007 \[[@pone.0221775.ref011]\]. In this study, we targeted jurisdictions with 20 years of historical data on cancer incidence, from 1988 to 2007, for projection of cancer trends up to 2030. Data from national registry were preferred; otherwise data from regional cancer registries were combined.

We selected developing and developed jurisdictions in Asia and the Western countries for global comparison. We classified the economic levels of different jurisdictions according to the World Bank Atlas method with adjustment for exchange rate, local and international inflation \[[@pone.0221775.ref012]\]. For example, in year 1988, countries with gross national income (GNI) of USD 6,000 or less were considered to be developing countries, while those with GNI of more than USD 6,000 were considered to be developed countries; in year 2007, countries with gross national income (GNI) of USD 11,455 or less were considered to be developing countries, while those with GNI of more than USD 11,455 were considered to be developed countries.

Data analysis {#sec004}
-------------

The conceptual framework has been presented by our group previously \[[@pone.0221775.ref010], [@pone.0221775.ref013]\].

Time series in different Auto-Regressive Integrated Moving Average (ARIMA) models were constructed based on the cancer incidence rates from 1988 to 2007; cancer incidence and population were then projected to 2030. We determined the validity and goodness-of-fit of the models using the Kwiatkowski-Phillips-Schmidt-Shin (KPSS) test and the Akaike Information Criterion (AIC) value. The model with the minimum AIC value was selected as the best-fit model when the data fulfil the assumption of stationary trend as represented by a *p* value of \>0.05 upon KPSS test \[[@pone.0221775.ref014]\]. Otherwise, linear regression models would be applied. As the cancer incidence and population were presented in 5-year intervals by the IARC, local polynomial regression was used to smoothen the projections across the intervals \[[@pone.0221775.ref015]\]. The trends of incidence rates of the population aged ≥ 65 were further adjusted by the increasing proportion of elderly population, i.e. the ratio of increased population of age ≥ 65 with reference to 1988. This adjusted incidence rate was defined as the "aging-adjusted incidence rate".

The incidence rates and the aging-adjusted incidence rates were calculated as number of cases per 100,000 persons. They were plotted to project until 2030 using statistical R version 3.2.1 (Bell Laboratories, Lucent Technologies, Murray Hill, NJ). The 95% confidence intervals with reference to the projected means and variances of the cancer incidence and population autoregressive integrated moving average models were generated using the Monte Carlo method \[[@pone.0221775.ref010]\].

Results {#sec005}
=======

Demographic data {#sec006}
----------------

Among the 102 cancer registries, 77 of them had 20 years of historical data for analysis. They included 11 registries from developing regions and 66 registries from developed regions. Among them, eight jurisdictions were selected according to our selection priority. They included Costa Rica, China (Shanghai) Croatia, Hong Kong, Japan (3 sites), Sweden, the United Kingdom (7 sites) and the United States (11 sites). Costa Roca, Croatia and China (Shanghai) were classified as developing jurisdictions, while Hong Kong, Japan, Sweden, the United Kingdom and the United States were classified as developed jurisdictions.

The total population aged ≥ 65 had been increasing from 12,917,794 in 1988 and to 17,950,115 in 2007. The proportions of those aged ≥ 65 in the different jurisdictions in 1998 and 2007 were presented in [Table 1](#pone.0221775.t001){ref-type="table"}. Sweden, the United Kingdom and the United States had rather similar proportions of age ≥ 65 in 1998 and 2007. However, increasing proportions of those aged ≥ 65 were observed in Japan (10.02% to 20.73%, ratio of 1:2.13), Costa Rica (4.60% to 6.10%, ratio of 1:2.01) and Hong Kong (8.10% to 12.61%, ratio of 1:1.91) ([Table 1](#pone.0221775.t001){ref-type="table"}).

10.1371/journal.pone.0221775.t001

###### Demographic of the jurisdictions in 1988 and 2007.

![](pone.0221775.t001){#pone.0221775.t001g}

  Regions          Year         Total population   Population of age ≥ 65   Proportion of age ≥ 65   Change
  ---------------- ------------ ------------------ ------------------------ ------------------------ ------------
  China            1988         7,041,397          683,508                  9.71%                    1.00 (Ref)
                   2007         6,152,359          943,575                  15.34%                   1.38
  Costa Rica       1988         2,900,893          133,525                  4.60%                    1.00 (Ref)
                   2007         4,389,139          267,939                  6.10%                    2.01
  Croatia          1988         4,712,258          556,040                  11.80%                   1.00 (Ref)
                   2007         4,435,982          762,633                  17.19%                   1.37
  Hong Kong        1988         5,627,600          455,800                  8.10%                    1.00 (Ref)
                   2007         6,916,300          872,200                  12.61%                   1.91
  Japan            1988         12,443,285         1,246,449                10.02%                   1.00 (Ref)
                   2007         12,812,580         2,655,680                20.73%                   2.13
  Sweden           1988         8,436,486          1,498,727                17.76%                   1.00 (Ref)
                   2007         9,148,090          1,594,925                17.43%                   1.06
  United Kingdom   1988         28,779,021         4,498,675                15.63%                   1.00 (Ref)
  2007             36,495,765   6,043,138          16.56%                   1.34                     
  United States    1988         34,419,554         3,845,070                11.17%                   1.00 (Ref)
  2007             42,189,100   4,810,025          11.40%                   1.25                     

Incidence trends of prostate cancer across different regions {#sec007}
------------------------------------------------------------

In 1988, the United States had the highest incidence of prostate cancer for those aged ≥ 65. The prostate cancer incidence in the United States had a sharp increase up to 607.0/100,000 in 1992, followed by a sharp decrease till 1995, which then remained relatively stable and gradually decreased after 2000. The proportion of those aged ≥ 65 in the United States remained stable from 1988 to 2007, therefore, the aging-adjusted incidence of prostate cancer among those aged ≥ 65 in the United States was similar to the unadjusted incidence. In the United Kingdom, the aging-adjusted incidence of prostate cancer among those aged ≥ 65 increased with time, until after 2001, where it had remained relatively static. In Sweden, the aging-adjusted incidence of prostate cancer among those aged ≥ 65 increased with time and peaked in 2003, which then had decreased thereafter. For the Asian jurisdictions including Japan, Hong Kong and China, the aging-adjusted incidences of prostate cancer increased progressively. For the other developing Western countries including Costa Rica and Croatia, the aging-adjusted incidences of prostate cancer also increased with time, with Costa Rica overtaking the United Kingdom with time ([Fig 1](#pone.0221775.g001){ref-type="fig"}).

![(A) Incidence rates of age ≥65. (B) Aging-adjusted incidence rates of age ≥65.](pone.0221775.g001){#pone.0221775.g001}

Projection of incidence of prostate cancer across different regions {#sec008}
-------------------------------------------------------------------

The incidence and aging-adjusted incidence rates of prostate cancer for those aged ≥ 65 were projected to 2030 ([Fig 2](#pone.0221775.g002){ref-type="fig"}). Both the projected incidence and aging-adjusted incidence rates for those aged ≥ 65 in the United States decreased from 2007 to 2030 similarly; both incidence rates in Sweden and the United Kingdom increased from 2007 to 2030 similarly. Compared to the incidence rates of prostate cancer for those aged ≥ 65, the aging-adjusted incidence rates of developing countries (Costa Rica and Croatia) and Asian jurisdictions (Japan, Hong Kong and China) increased to much larger extents, with Costa Rica overtaking Sweden, Croatia and Japan overtaking the United Kingdom, and Hong Kong and China overtaking the United States by 2030. The projection results were summarized in [Table 2](#pone.0221775.t002){ref-type="table"}.

![(A) Projections of incidence rates of age ≥65. (B) Projections of aging-adjusted incidence rates of age ≥65.](pone.0221775.g002){#pone.0221775.g002}
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###### Projection of incidence rates in the jurisdictions till 2030.

![](pone.0221775.t002){#pone.0221775.t002g}

  ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  Region           Year   Incidence Rate of age 65+ /100,000 (a)   Relatively Increased in the ratio of Age 65+\   Ageing-adjusted Incidence Rate of age 65+ /100,000 (95% CI)\   Change of Incidence Rate of Prostate Cancer   
                                                                   (b)                                             (c) = (a)x(b)                                                                                                
  ---------------- ------ ---------------------------------------- ----------------------------------------------- -------------------------------------------------------------- --------------------------------------------- ------------
  **China**        1988   9.2                                      (Ref)                                           9.2                                                            (Ref)                                         

                   2007   75.6                                     1.58                                            119.4                                                          1195.3%                                       

                   2015   89.9                                     1.90                                            171.3                                                          1758.3%                                       Ref

  ** **            2030   116.3                                    2.59                                            300.8                                                          **3163.4%**                                   **75.6%**

  **Costa Rica**   1988   104.1                                    (Ref)                                           104.1                                                          (Ref)                                         

                   2007   247.1                                    1.33                                            327.7                                                          214.8%                                        

                   2015   301.8                                    1.43                                            432.9                                                          315.8%                                        Ref

  ** **            2030   343.0                                    1.53                                            525.3                                                          **404.6%**                                    **21.4%**

  **Croatia**      1988   82.7                                     (Ref)                                           82.7                                                           (Ref)                                         

                   2007   173.0                                    1.46                                            252.0                                                          204.6%                                        

                   2015   206.2                                    1.57                                            323.2                                                          290.7%                                        Ref

  ** **            2030   253.6                                    1.91                                            484.1                                                          **485.2%**                                    **49.8%**

  **Japan**        1988   42.4                                     Ref                                             42.4                                                           Ref                                           

                   2007   122.9                                    2.07                                            254.2                                                          499.0%                                        

                   2015   133.6                                    2.39                                            319.5                                                          652.8%                                        Ref

  ** **            2030   151.7                                    3.06                                            463.5                                                          **992.2%**                                    **45.1%**

  **Hong Kong**    1988   40.6                                     Ref                                             40.6                                                           Ref                                           

                   2007   113.4                                    1.56                                            176.6                                                          335.0%                                        

                   2015   129.0                                    1.74                                            224.9                                                          454.1%                                        Ref

  ** **            2030   146.2                                    2.04                                            298.1                                                          **634.4%**                                    **32.5%**

  **Sweden**       1988   295.9                                    Ref                                             295.9                                                          Ref                                           

                   2007   390.6                                    0.98                                            383.4                                                          29.5%                                         

                   2015   430.1                                    1.02                                            437.1                                                          47.7%                                         Ref

  ** **            2030   481.3                                    1.06                                            511.4                                                          **72.8%**                                     **17.0%**

  **United**       1988   146.5                                    Ref                                             146.5                                                          Ref                                           

  **Kingdom**      2007   283.2                                    1.06                                            300.0                                                          104.8%                                        

                   2015   352.6                                    1.06                                            373.3                                                          154.8%                                        Ref

  ** **            2030   427.6                                    1.08                                            460.8                                                          **214.6%**                                    **23.4%**

  **United**       1988   359.3                                    Ref                                             359.3                                                          Ref                                           

  **States**       2007   368.0                                    1.02                                            375.6                                                          4.5%                                          

                   2015   317.8                                    1.07                                            338.5                                                          -5.8%                                         Ref

                   2030   260.0                                    1.08                                            280.4                                                          **-22.0%**                                    **-17.2%**
  ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Discussion {#sec009}
==========

Prostate cancer is the second most common malignancy in the male population, with more than 1.11 million of new cases of prostate cancer being diagnosed in 2012 \[[@pone.0221775.ref016]\]. Increasing incidence of prostate cancer has been observed worldwide, particularly in Asia, and Northern and Western Europe \[[@pone.0221775.ref005]\]. The prevalence of prostate cancer also increases with age, with an estimated rate of 5% in men aged less than 30 years, to 59% in men aged more than 79 years upon autopsy studies \[[@pone.0221775.ref004]\]. According to the data from the World Health Organization, the mean life expectancy of male increased from 64.1 years in 2000 to 69.1 years in 2015 \[[@pone.0221775.ref002]\]; we should expect diagnosing more and more prostate cancer cases in the future globally. As the mean life expectancies and the changes of life expectancies over the years vary greatly between different countries, the incidence rate of prostate cancer as well as the changing population age structures are crucial factors that one should consider in a societal perspective. This would have important implications for appropriate and effective allocation of health care resources.

Age-standardised rate is commonly used to compare populations with different age structures \[[@pone.0221775.ref017]\]. It is a weighted mean of age-specific rates, where the weights are taken from the population distribution of a standard population. On the other hand, aging-adjusted incidence rate takes into account the increasing proportion of the elderly population by multiplying the incidence rate of those aged ≥ 65 years with an aging-adjusted factor, where the aging-adjusted factor is the ratio of the population aged ≥ 65 years using the figure in 1988 as reference \[[@pone.0221775.ref010], [@pone.0221775.ref013]\]. By using the region's own data as the reference, the aging-adjusted incidence rate would be able to indicate the effect of the changing age structure specific to the region of interest. This could therefore have an implication regarding the burden of a disease to the corresponding healthcare system, particularly with a background of an aging population.

We had several observations from our results. First, the aging-adjusted incidence rates of prostate cancer for those aged ≥ 65 in the Asian regions, namely Japan, Hong Kong and China, had increased progressively with time. This is a reflection of the increase in incidence of prostate cancer for those aged ≥ 65 as well as the increasing elderly population in the corresponding regions. Second, the aging-adjusted incidence rates of prostate cancer for those aged ≥ 65 in the developing Western countries, namely Croatia and Costa Rica, also increased with time. Interestingly, the incidence of prostate cancer for those aged ≥ 65 in Costa Rica actually dropped after 2003, where the aging-adjusted incidence rate for those aged ≥ 65 remained relatively stable during the same time period. Such results demonstrated that the decreasing incidence of prostate cancer had been counteracted by the increasing proportion of elderly population in the corresponding region. Therefore, despite a decrease in the incidence of prostate cancer since 2003, the burden of the disease to Costa Rica actually remained similar. Third, in the developed Western countries, namely the United States, the United Kingdom and Sweden, we observed initial increases in the aging-adjusted incidence rates of prostate cancer for those aged ≥ 65, which then plateaued and even decreased with time. As both the incidence rates and the aging-adjusted incidence rates in these regions were quite comparable, this signifies that the age structures had remained similar throughout the time period. For the United States, the dramatic increase of prostate cancer incidence in the 1990s was likely to be due to the wide spread use of prostate-specific antigen as a screening test for prostate cancer \[[@pone.0221775.ref018]\]. With time, we recognized that the use of prostate-specific antigen might lead to over-diagnosis and over-treatment of prostate cancer \[[@pone.0221775.ref019]--[@pone.0221775.ref021]\]. Its use has gradually decreased with time, which could partly explain the decrease in the incidence of prostate cancer thereafter \[[@pone.0221775.ref019]--[@pone.0221775.ref021]\].

The incidence of prostate cancer and the population of each region were projected to 2030 based on data from 1988 to 2007. We projected increases in the incidence rates of prostate cancer for those aged ≥ 65 in all regions except the United States. The aging-adjusted incidence rates of prostate cancer were projected to increase with much larger extents in the Asian jurisdictions (Japan, Hong Kong and China) and the developing Western countries (Costa Rica and Croatia), and this is accounted by the increasing elderly population in these regions. Such problems were not seen in the developed Western countries (Sweden, the United Kingdom and the United States), as we did not project any significant change in the age structures of these countries.

There are several limitations in this study. First, the data were based on public accessible data from national and regional registries, in which the quality of the data could not be determined. Second, the incidence of prostate cancer is greatly affected by the use of prostate-specific antigen as a screening test for prostate cancer. The clinical practices vary across different countries and may affect the reliability of the results. Third, while aging-adjusted incidence rates could reflect the burden of a disease to the corresponding populations, it is not intended for direct comparisons between different populations. One should interpret the results with caution in order to understand the underlying significance.

Conclusions {#sec010}
===========

Prostate cancer is a disease which is expected to become more prevalent in an aging population. Our results showed that the aging-adjusted incidence rates of prostate cancer in the Asian region as well as the developing Western countries had been increasing, whereas the aging-adjusted incidence rates of prostate cancer in the developed Western countries had already plateaued and even decreased with time. We believe our results are able to provide insights regarding the burden of prostate cancer worldwide with special attention to the changing age structure in each corresponding region, and this would carry significant implications on the allocation of resources within a healthcare system.
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